AGENDA

08:00 – 09:00  Opening Speeches
   Mr. Laszlo Palkovics – Minister for Innovation and Technology
   Mr. Jost Lammers  - CEO, Budapest Airport
   Mrs. Anca Apahidean – Area Head, Eastern Europe, IATA

09:30 – 09.50  Air Cargo market outlook
   An overview of the economics and drivers for growth in the air cargo industry as well as IATAs initiatives contributing to air cargo sustainability.
   Mrs. Beverly Seebach – Cargo Manager Europe, IATA

09.50 – 10:10  Digital air cargo. Solutions and implementations.
   This presentation will showcase examples of digitizing air cargo at certain European locations.
   Mr. Alex Driesen – Co-entrepreneur, Nallian

10:10 – 11:00  Panel discussions  – Modernizing air cargo. Trends, innovation, digitalization
   Our world is re-shaped by technology as different industries make use of big data and the internet of things, implement Robotics or AI. Consumer behaviors change, businesses need to adapt at high pace or perish. Air cargo still relies largely on paper and its processes have not changed much in the past 20 years while trade and e-commerce are heavily testing our industry’s limits.
   Moderator: Mr. Arnulf Schoeberl – Chief Commercial Officer, Cargomind Group
   Speakers:
   Mr. Alex Driesen – Co-entrepreneur, Nallian
   Mr. Michal Grochowski – Cargo Director, LOT Polish Airlines
   Mr. Rene Droese -Executive Director Property and Cargo, Budapest Airport
   Mr. Denes Bozso – Global Category Manager Airfreight, Nokia

11:00 – 11:15  CSafe. Temperature controlled solutions.
   See how CSafe delivers unmatched temperature assurance to the air cargo cold chain.
   Mrs. Sonja Stoyantschova - Director of Strategic Sales, Austria, CEE, Russia/CIS, Turkey

11:15 – 11:30  Coffee break

11:30 – 11:50  Hungarian Customs modernization and digital initiatives
   Learn about the proactive approach of the Hungarian Customs in modernizing business processes.
   Mr. Jozsef Teleki – Director, Airport Customs Directorate
11:50 – 12:10 Air cargo security. EU regulations.
International authorities have recognized the need and benefits of securing cargo ahead in the supply chain with known consignors and regulated agents. Find out how it works and what are the trends in air cargo security.
Mr. Shawn Beddows – Manager, Cargo Border Management, IATA

Air cargo contributes to the growth of a country’s economy. Seizing the opportunities require coherent strategies and efficient operations for air cargo. Infrastructure and facilities are essential for eliminating bottlenecks. Security services is one of the most common bottleneck areas leading to cargo spillage to other HUBs and lost opportunities while securing cargo ahead in the supply chain eliminates this problem.
Moderator: Mr. Shawn Beddows – Manager, Cargo Border Management, IATA
Speakers:
Mr. Jozsef Teleki – Director of Airport Customs Directorate, Hungarian Customs
Mr. Ferenc Kovacs – President R-BAG Group
Mr. Laszlo Trifan – Senior Cargo Manager, Celebi Gound Handling Hungary
Mr. Jozsef Kossuth – Senior Cargo Manager, Budapest Airport

13:10 – 14:00 Networking lunch

14:00 – 14:20 Budapest Airport’s region development
This presentation will convey an interesting view of the catalyst effect which Budapest Airport and its surroundings have for the economic development of Budapest City and wider region.
Mr. Gabor Sooki-Toth – Co-ordinator of the Airport Region Development Cluster

14:20 – 14:40 Budapest Airport’s Cargo City story: Creating opportunities.
Find out about the commitment and plans of Budapest Airport’s team contributing to the success of Hungary’s Air Cargo industry.
Mr. Jozsef Kossuth – Senior Cargo Manager, Budapest Airport

14:40 – 15:00 Celebi Ground Handling. Development plans.
Learn about the development strategy of Celebi Ground Handling with a focus on Hungary and in the context on the new Cargo City BUD.
Mr. Huseyin Taner Sari – Managing Director, Celebi Ground Handling Hungary

15:00 – 15:20 IATA’s Air Cargo business solutions. CEIV Pharma.
IATA develops various solutions to support the industry players in increasing the efficiencies of their businesses. Among them, the CEIV pharma certification program is of particular relevance for the emerging pharma markets in Eastern Europe.
Mr. Sergiu Sarasan – Industry Relationships Manager, IATA

15:20 – 15:30 Closing remarks
Mr. Rene Droese – Executive Director Property and Cargo, Budapest Airport

15:30 – 16:30 Site visit – construction of Budapest Cargo City